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CHAIRPERSON REPORT
It is with pride and gratitude that I present this 29th Annual Report for
Albany Hospice Inc:
 Pride because this past year has seen our Hospice establish its operational
level at 8 beds, with ensuing budgetary and staff increases, whilst
maintaining excellent standards of palliative care and compassionate
personalised service as our unconditional priority.
 Pride because Hospice built on existing partnerships with stakeholders like
WA Country Health Service, local, state and federal government and private
health funds and was pleased to be engaged with Palliative Care WA.
 Gratitude because the dedicated service offered by our whole team, clinical, administration, support
services and volunteers, continues to be above and beyond expectations, and is always focussed on
what is best for our guests and their families.
 Gratitude is extended to individual donors, trust funds, like The Jack Family Charitable Trust and
Don Brandenburg Trust, and the Great Southern Development Commission (GSDC) for significant
project-specific contributions this year. Hospice takes this opportunity to acknowledge the generous
support of pro bono suppliers of legal, financial and other expertise that are offered by local
professionals too.
 Gratitude is also extended to the Great Southern and Albany community, businesses, community
groups and individual champions, who have donated their services, materials and equipment, or held
events that have raised funds for our cause. THANK YOU to all of you. Every endeavour is made to
personally acknowledge generosity when it happens, and to ensure all our Team knows of such
giving so that we can support you/your business in return. However, many of you are ‘quiet givers’
and we ask that you accept this extra extension of gratitude as our appreciation of your giving.
 Gratitude is also extended to two fundraising enterprises, Butterflies Op Shop, now operating in its’
19th year, and Cocoon Store and Studio, that opened its doors in December 2018. These retail stores
in Middleton Loop are run by volunteers and contribute steadily.
 And gratitude is extended to our wonderful Fundraising Committee for leading and supporting events
that added to our funds. In all, close to $300 000 was donated and raised for Hospice this year.
In keeping with the 2018-2021 ‘Flourishing Together’ Strategic Plan, a summary of all other Hospice
activities for the 2018-19 year are aligned to our six strategies as follows:

Governance
The new 2018-2021 Strategic Plan saw the committee structure reviewed with our overall goals being
increased strategic governance and community connectedness. Several new committees directly aligned
to strategy goals are being established. Considerable thought and effort went towards preparing more
effective terms of reference for Finance and Risk Management with its new Fundraising Sub-Committee,
and for newly formed committees, Management and Operations, Community Partnerships and
Marketing, and the Business Development Committee. Each committee is led by a Board member or
appointed staff and the work achieved by all is significant and commendable. Prior to taking effect, these
changes required a Constitutional review which was ably led by Board Secretary, Michelle Burton, and
endorsed at the 2018 Annual General Meeting.
The Board regrets that Deputy Chair David Halstead and Treasurer Diana Currie resigned during the
year. Both contributed significantly to Hospice over a number of years and left reluctantly for personal
reasons. We welcomed Lisa-Maree Ellett, who came with high credentials in health administration. In all,
the Board has worked selflessly and with commitment and diligence this whole year, always with the
best interests of our very special Hospice as their focus.
Michelle McClure, Hospice Manager for the previous five years, resigned in May 2019. Tributes were
many, and farewell events were well attended – testament to Michelle’s significant positive contribution
as leader of our organisation during a period of growth and monumental change. The Board and all our
team extend sincere gratitude to Michelle for her dedicated efforts for our hospice and her contribution to
regional palliative care. Over four months, a board selection committee undertook an extensive
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recruitment process as they sought a suitably qualified palliative care leader to fill the specialist role of
Clinical Hospice Manager for our unique regional facility and service. We are indebted to Acting Hospice
Manager Ingrid Plug for filling the role in an exemplary manner during the interim between appointments.

Financial Sustainability
Albany Community Hospice (ACH) is a community owned and operated not-for-profit private hospital and
relies on fee-for-service payments for public and private guests. It was pleasing that the Department of
Health agreed to an extension of the WACHS tender until June 2020, and renegotiation for a longer-term
contract is underway. Furthermore, ACH achieved improved funding arrangements for private health
providers this year. Our significant donations, several bequests and the previously mentioned fundraising
ensure ACH’s ongoing viability.

Operational Excellence
Our Medical Advisory Committee (MAC), comprising of dedicated local doctors, exists to provide peer
review of clinical activity and to advise the Board on clinical quality assurance. This year they were ably
led by palliative specialist, Dr Kirsten Auret, with Dr Jonathan Ramachenderan representing MAC on the
board. Dr Ramachenderan and Michelle McClure provided our Board with regular palliative training as
part of each board meeting. This was considered invaluable by board members who come from an array
of non-clinical backgrounds.

Valuing our People
Hospice’s strong connections with the Great Southern community are paramount, and the partnership
with the City of Albany and the West Australian Primary Health Network (WAPHA) through their
Compassionate Communities’ initiative is highly valued. Palliative care is increasingly demanded for
patients living at home, and outreach services are being expanded with this initiative. Hospice also
improved its community awareness with invaluable information sourced from participants of the annual
consumer forum. A visit by the WA government’s Parliamentary Committee preparing for Voluntary
Assisted Dying (VAD) legislation was both enlightening and thought provoking. The Committee
applauded Albany for its superior palliative care services, but the impending VAD meant considerable
soul searching and discussion around ACH’s role and our local approach to potential legislative
changes.

Explore Innovative Opportunities
Perhaps our most innovative business development this year was the establishment of Cocoon Store
and Studio as an upcycling, recycling and design retail outlet. Located adjacent to Butterflies Op Shop in
premises generously discounted by lessor Hugh Smith, this business aims to be sustainable in all
aspects, and ideally to provide a long-term additional income source for ACH. The Board is grateful to
GSDC for a Regional Economic Development grant towards this project, and to local creative designer,
Sam Burchett for start-up expertise.
As the 2018-19 financial year closes, Albany Community Hospice looks to its future with a sense of
enthusiastic anticipation. We hope for increased societal focus on the importance of palliative care,
alongside parliamentary and public debate around Voluntary Assisted Dying legislation. Then in the year
of our 30th anniversary our goal is to further strengthen local partnerships
with GPs, and allied health service providers to ensure that our region’s
reputation as a provider of excellent palliative care is reinforced and
ongoing.
Yours in community spirit
Jane Mouritz – Chair, Board of Management
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CLINICAL HOSPICE MANAGER REPORT
This past financial year has seen Albany Community Hospice continue to flourish as an
organisation within the local Albany community, as a partner with other health service providers
in the region, and as a recognised member of the palliative care community state wide and
nationally.
Community support for the provision of our services has been overwhelming and humbling and comes in
many forms – from the giving of time by the many volunteers associated with Hospice, the giving of
expertise by tradesmen, the giving of goods and services by businesses, and the giving of funds by
donations, fundraisers and bequests. All these gifts continue to flow in and allow us to provide a service
for all those who require it at the vulnerable time near the end of their earthly life.
As an accredited health service provider, we have continued to work hard to provide expert palliative
care every day.
The Hospice has been a busy place. Our occupancy rates have risen to 86.5% of six beds for the year,
with an average length of stay of 9.3 days per patient. The complexity and acuity of the patient’s and
family’s needs continue to rise, resulting in an increase in workload for both clinical staff and volunteers.
This brings with it challenges, but it also reflects the ability and expertise at the Hospice so that palliative
patients can be cared for competently at all stages of their journey. The majority of patients are admitted
for either symptom control or end of life care. 43.3% of patients are discharged home or to a residential
aged care facility.
This past year an important document, the Clinical Governance Framework, was drawn up. This
document underpins what we do at Hospice and ensures accountability at all levels of the organisation
through key structures, systems and processes. It outlines the responsibilities of the various roles within
the organisation, as well as its relationship with external stakeholders. It is based on an integrated
approach to minimise risk and provide quality palliative care through continuous improvement.
The Hospice has monthly reporting requirements to fulfil with the state and commonwealth health
departments, the private hospital association, as well as with the various private health funds. Through
18-months of persistence and hard work between the administration team, the local Albany Hospital
coders, and the programmers of our electronic patient management system we are now able to easily
extract this data each month and fulfil its obligations.
The Hospice also feeds data on a six-monthly basis to Palliative Care Outcomes Collaboration, a
national palliative care project funded by the Commonwealth Government. This gives the opportunity for
us to be benchmarked nationally against other palliative care providers, and aids us in developing quality
improvement activities, leading to better, evidence based, outcomes for our patients and families.
July 2018 saw the beginning of a three-year strategic plan, titled “Flourishing Together”. Each year an
annual operational plan is developed and regularly reviewed to ensure that goals are achieved. In May
2019 a strategic planning meeting was held, capably led by Ms Christine Grogan. It is with thanks that
we can report that most of the goals of the first year were met, and a new operational plan was put in
place for the coming financial year. It is exciting to see a vision coming to fruition in a measurable way!
This year has also been a year of change in the management team at the Hospice. Michelle McClure,
our Hospice manager resigned in May 2019. She very ably led the organisation for the past six years,
and it was under her leadership that the Hospice thrived and grew into the organisation it is today. This
led to a vigorous recruitment process to find someone to fill her shoes. I stepped into the role in the
interim and the running of the hospice continued without interruption. In the meantime, the management
structure also changed slightly. The Hospice Manager position became the Clinical Hospice Manager,
and a new position of Support Services Manager was created and capably filled by Sarah-Louise Collins,
allowing the Clinical Hospice Manager to provide more support to the clinical team.
Another exciting development was the establishment of the research nurse position. Participating in
palliative care research is vital to improve the symptoms, treatments and outcomes of our patients and
their families, as well as the education of the staff, other health professionals, and community. It also
reinforces ACH’s position as a leader and mover in the field of palliative care. In June 2019, we
employed Kate Gersbach to this position and she is working with the team and the organisation is now
participating in national clinical trials.
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The Hospice is a loving and caring environment and this extends to the love and care we show our staff
and volunteers. ‘All Team Meetings’ were introduced and held quarterly to enhance communication
between all the staff and volunteers and to foster a culture of cohesiveness and team work.
Another initiative for carers has been the provision of meals by our wonderful cooks and volunteers if
they are visiting their loved ones in hospice. This has been very gratefully received and is a tangible way
of expressing our love and care for all those involved and affected by illness.
It was good to see that not only does our community recognise and support
us here but so does the broader palliative care community. Two of our
volunteers and myself, were finalists in the Palliative Care WA state awards
held in May 2019 and we won the Outstanding Professional and Outstanding
Volunteer categories.
Albany Community Hospice is a very special place and it is a great privilege
to be able to a part of such a meaningful, well respected organisation. It is a
fully accredited, licenced private hospital with a huge heart and soul. We are
“flourishing together” and we will continue to do so in the future if we keep
our patients and their loved ones at the centre of our being and provide them
a safe and nurturing place while travelling through a difficult and vulnerable
time.
Ingrid Plug, Acting Clinical Hospice Manager

Pictured from left to right:
Alison Phipps, Pam Minchin &
Ingrid Plug at the Palliative
Care WA Awards

All data is taken from the Albany Community Hospice Palliative Care Outcomes Collaborative report for the period January – June 2019
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TREASURER REPORT
It is with pleasure that I have been able to recently accept the role of Treasurer on the Hospice Board.
With the prior Treasurer, Diana Currie, taking on new challenges in Perth there was an opening on the
board that needed my type of expertise. I have worked with a local firm of accountants covering tax,
superannuation and general business advice for 20 years, retiring from that career to concentrate on
farming with my husband in 2016. A huge vote of thanks to Diana for her past contribution to the Board.
As I only joined the Board in late June 2019 I have
not been at the financial helm for very long so I
contacted Diana for some input into this report. On
top of that I have analysed the financial reports for
the year from an outsider’s perspective.
The financial position of Albany Community Hospice
(ACH) has continued to improve this year. The
contributions from bequests, namely the
Brandenburg Foundation and the Walton bequest
have contributed approx. $315K to the revenue for
the year. The Walton bequest has been finalised in
the 2019-20 financial year. The ACH Board have
decided not to use these funds on day to day
operation expenses but to use them on special
projects, e.g. The Research Nurse who has
commenced employment in this financial year.
While the funds are being invested, the interest
income earned from the investments is available for
operational expenses.

Summary of Revenue
2018-19
Hospice beds
0%

1%

Fundraising and
donations

6%

Donations &
Bequests

14%

Op Shops

13%
66%

Grant Revenue
Other Revenue

The increase in other donations and fundraising is notable for the 2018-19 year. A 46% increase in this
area was mainly due to the following fundraising efforts:
 Bingo – the first year we have had contributions from this source
 Golf Day – an extremely successful day
 Elders Auction – thanks to contributions by the community
A huge vote of thanks to all fundraisers.
Butterflies is still going very strongly and experienced another 6% rise in turnover for the year. The
volunteers who contribute their valuable time to the shops are amazing and need to be acknowledged.
Indeed, the contribution of all volunteers who contribute to the Hospice phenomenon is highly valued and
acknowledged.
During the 2018-19 year a new venture was started, being the Cocoon shop in Middleton Loop. This
shop is designed to complement Butterflies. It is still in a trial stage having commenced trading in late
November 2018 but at this point the sales are covering more than the operational costs of the shop and
there has been a grant received to cover setup costs and managers wages until March 2020.
As the revenue received from mainstream health sources (outside of donations and fundraising) only
covers approximately 71% of the ACH operational costs, the donations and fundraising income stream is
very important to the Hospice model of being to provide excellent palliative care at no cost to the patient.
On the operational expenses side of the equation there are two notable increases. A 9.2% increase in
employee expenses and a 29% increase in operating expenditure. These increases are due to:
Employee Expenses: A 3-year review has been undertaken of wages to bring them in line with
the market. This year’s review involved the Enrolled Nurses. The Cocoon Creative & Retail
Manager’s wages from November 2018 were also an additional cost in this area.
Operational Expenses: The Cocoon Shop expenses were the major contributor in this area.
This, of course, has been offset by the increase in revenue from the sales from the Shop.
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Once again, the Finance and Risk Management Committee (FARM) have worked diligently and advised
the ACH Board on matters of financial governance and risk. The Board has continued to be guided by
the three-year action plan that was set in place last year.
A special thanks to Pauline Gladwin, Finance Officer of Hospice, who has made my transition into the
role as Treasurer of the Board as easy as possible. To the members of the FARM Committee and the
ACH Board, thank you for the warm welcome and I look forward to working closely with you all for the
benefit of the Albany Community Hospice.
Helen Hawley, Treasurer

Statement of Financial Position

Statement of Comprehensive Income

Assets

2018-19

2017-18

Revenue

2018-19

2017-18

Current assets

$1 413 846

$1 250 235

Hospice beds

$1 460 396

$1 472 171

Non-current assets

$5 168 632

$5 119 237

Fundraising and donations

$ 292 343

$ 199 819

Total Assets

$6 582 478

$6 369 472

Donations - Brandenburg
Foundation & Walton bequest

$ 315 190

$ 450 500

Sales Revenue (Butterflies
and Cocoon Op-Shops)

$ 130 489

$ 81 810

Grant Revenue

$ 1 500

Liabilities
Current liabilities

$ 278 712

$ 250 987

Other Revenue

$ 31 623

$ 12 992

Non-current liabilities

$ 32 677

$ 31 573

Total Revenue

$2 231 541

$2 217 292

Total Liabilities

$ 311 389

$ 282 560

Administration expense

$ 174 060

$ 173 072

Employee benefits expense

$1 508 690

$1 381 376

Depreciation expense

$ 207 606

$ 219 376

Expenses
Net Assets

$6 271 089

$6 086 912

Equity
Designated funds

$ 634 043

$ 429 085

Operating expenses

$ 107 905

$ 83 547

Restricted Funds

$4 637 005

$4 796 902

Other expenses

$ 49 103

$ 29 680

Unrestricted funds

$1 000 041

$ 860 925

Total Expenses

$2 047 364

$1 887 051

Total Equity

$6 271 089

$6 086 912

Surplus (Deficit)

$ 184 177

$ 330 241
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MEDICAL ADVISORY AND MEDICAL CREDENTIALING
COMMITTEE REPORT
I would like to start my report by thanking my wonderful colleagues who donate their time and expertise
to the successful running of the MAC and credentialing committee. They are busy committees, charged
with supporting the Board and staff to provide patient care that is safe, high quality and efficient, and
hence the workload and responsibility accepted by its members is significant.
Our members are:
 Dr Kirsten Auret - Chair

 Ms Kristi Holloway

 Dr Brian Malone

 Ms Michelle McClure / Ingrid Plug
Hospice Manager

 Dr Jonathan Ramachenderan
 Dr Brian Cunningham
 Dr David Ward
 Dr John Rowlands

 Ms Julie Yusop
Consumer Representative (MAC only)
 Ms Ingrid Storm
Board Representative (MAC only)

The MAC continues to review and endorse all clinical policies, procedures and scope of practice
determinations; review medical workforce issues; oversee the introduction of new clinical services;
review and make recommendations on audit findings, risk registers and clinical incidents; and monitor
clinical outcomes via the Palliative Care Outcomes Collaborative, PCOC (for more information see
https://ahsri.uow.edu.au/pcoc/index.html ).
PCOC is Australia’s palliative care evidence hub, managed by the University of Wollongong, which
collects in-depth information about patients’ daily pain and symptom burden. The outcome of care for
more than 250,000 people over 10 years is now available. We use the reports produced from our own
patients’ data to assess the effectiveness of palliative care provided in the Hospice, to understand the
type and severity of symptoms experienced, and to benchmark the difference we make to patients’
quality of life against agreed national standards.
Our data from PCOC for January to June 2019 shows Hospice provided care for 74 patients over 95
admissions, with 100% admitted within 24 hours of a referral. At the time of admission to Hospice,
patients were experiencing a number of symptoms that were moderate to severe, including
 pain (40%),

 nausea (20%),

 fatigue (60%),

 appetite problems (30%) and

 breathing problems (40%),

 difficulty sleeping (35%).

 bowel problems (30%),
The mean age of our patients was 71 years old and approximately 65% had a cancer diagnosis and 35%
had a non-malignant diagnosis. The mean length of stay was 9.7 days, with just under half being
discharged home and the remainder dying at Hospice. MAC pays particular attention to clinical incidents
and reviews these each meeting. The number of incidents has remained low and stable, with the highest
number of reports being for medication errors, falls and handover issues (all were rates as SAC 3 i.e. low
or no harm to patients).
In 2019, the MAC developed local guidelines for a number of more complex palliative care interventions
that are now undertaken at the Hospice, including procedures for the use of lidocaine and ketamine
subcutaneous infusions and Entonox gas, and for the safe drainage of pleural and peritoneal fluid.
Clinical handover has been a particular focus of discussions at meetings as it has been identified as a
significant area of risk in transfer of patient care into and out of Hospice. The medication chart audit
highlighted a difference in our approach to the prevention and treatment of thromboembolic disease
compared with acute hospitals, and this stimulated the MAC to review best practice and develop our own
response to this clinical issue. Importantly the Hospice Clinical Governance framework was created and
approved at the MAC and then the Board. It is a central document for safe and effective care, and I
would recommend reading it to all staff and volunteers. We now focus all our Clinical Manager’s reports
to the MAC around the key areas of governance, patient safety, clinical performance, safe environment
and partnering with consumers.
Albany Community Hospice 2018-19 Annual Report
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The Brandenburg Trust made two significant contributions to the medical care offered at the Hospice –
the first through supporting the purchase of a high-quality portable ultrasound, and the second through
the donation of salary for the new research nurse position. This research role has already allowed
Hospice staff to join with the Palliative Care Clinical Studies Collaborative
(https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/our-research/IMPACCT/paccsc/about-paccsc) which is
an Australia-wide research network that aims to improve the wellbeing of people with life-limiting
illnesses through research into effective palliative care clinical interventions including medications and
the translation of palliative care research results into clinical practice and policy. The research nurse’s
work is also generously supported by the Jack Family Trust, especially with the provision of the
infrastructure needed to begin this new research journey.
This year, the MAC has had a clinical focus on dyspnoea. We were able to deliver staff education and
write a new guidelines document. A student from Notre Dame University has just completed an audit of
our practice on the use of opioids in managing shortness of breath at the end of life. His results will guide
the MAC in further improvements we can make in our care of people with breathing difficulties. The audit
also is reflective of our excellent ongoing collaboration with medical schools, which also saw a Rural
Clinical School student complete a patient-based evaluation of our Human Room.
In 2019, the Health Department of WA continued work on developing Palliative Care in WA, and in light
of the “My Life, My Choice Joint Parliamentary Committee report into end of life choices” there has been
a particular focus on rural and remote palliative care provision. Their current strategy covers 2018 –
2028, and the Hospice MAC has ensured we understand the directions of this document so that we
continue to play an important role in the delivery of palliative care services in the Great Southern.
Dr Kirsten Auret – Chair, Medical Advisory and Medical Credentialing Committee

All data is taken from the Albany Community Hospice Palliative Care Outcomes Collaborative report for the period January – June 2019
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VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR REPORT
Volunteer Workforce Statistical Information
Current Number of Registered Hospice Volunteers: 88 (66 currently active)
Average Volunteer Hours

Breakdown of Average Weekly Hours by Role

•

Daily:

~21 hrs

•

Guest & Family Support:

~90 hrs

•

Weekly:

~150 hrs

•

Meet & Greet:

~30 hrs

•

Monthly:

~650 hrs

•

Cooking:

~20 hrs

•

Annually:

~7800 hrs

•

Other Volunteering:

~10 hrs

Changing Demographic of Volunteer Workforce
Over the 2018/19 year the demographic of the volunteer group continued to diversify with the influx of
new volunteers from a wider cross-section of the community. With greater diversity we can better serve
and represent the entire diverse community we serve. This diversification has the added benefit of
reducing the risk of a large proportion of our volunteer workforce being unavailable at the same time i.e.
during school holidays, winter months.
Changes to Training Requirement
On an organisational level Hospice recently (late 2017) shifted towards a predominantly online training
model. In keeping with this shift many aspects of the volunteer training program were also moved online
utilising the My Learning Plus training platform.
This change was undertaken as a trial to establish if providing online volunteer training was an adequate,
efficient and effective replacement for the running of face-to-face courses. Due to issues experienced
during this trail period, primarily around volunteer engagement, connection and retention, it was decided
to discontinue utilisation of the My Learning Plus platform for volunteers.
This necessitated the renewal and recommencement of face-to-face volunteer training and orientation
courses. These new courses, entitled the “Who, What, When, Where and Why of Hospice”, were
designed to run over two half-days or as a single full day. Courses were held in October, December,
February, April and June with an average of 7 participants per course. Feedback was gathered and
evaluated after each training session. This feedback, which was extremely positive, supportive and
constructive, resulted in further refinement and improvement of the new volunteer training program.
Program Direction
In the coming year the volunteer program at
Hospice will continue to evolve to meet the
demands and challenges of our increasingly busy
and changeable environment. It is vital that our
volunteer workforce feels valued, appreciated and
supported by our wider Hospice community.
Improvements in team cohesion and
communication will also be prioritised in the
2019/2020 year.
Andrew Talmage, Volunteer Coordinator

The Hospice float at the Christmas pageant
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SUPPORT COORDINATOR REPORT
As I reflect back on the year that has been, I’m in awe of what we achieved. The strategic plan to
Flourish Together was not only a statement of intention but a guidepost for my position of Support
Coordinator. Caring for the families and carers of our patients has received much attention in the past
year as true palliative care.
At the beginning of 2019 a structured pilot program for carers, titled “Hospice Weavers” was launched.
With the support of our Board and funding from the Brandenburg Trust, this pilot project has enabled us
to venture into uncharted waters and reach palliative families earlier in their journey. Hospice Weavers
recognises the significant effect that caring for a loved one can have on those around them.
The true strength of the program is the provision of “peer to peer” support from specially trained
volunteers who have the lived experience of providing palliative support themselves. While the attraction
of Carers has been slow to start in its first six months, the development and retention of Weavers has
been fantastic with a full team now available. We have received great feedback from the community,
including our Mayor, with the pilot embraced as an innovative approach to palliative excellence.
Care for carers also received recognition within the Dying to Know Day activities this year. The focus of
In Memory of Ordinary things produced a gallery of carer’s memories and inspired a short film collection.
Hospice’s role in the planning and delivery perfectly blended with our intentions to improve death literacy
within our community.
This year has also included changes in the way we care for each other within the Hospice team. Weekly
notifications about the comings and goings of our guests has enabled us to process our feelings before
we come into the Hospice space and to reassure us when we’re not here. In conjunction, our team
debriefing sessions following death have now transitioned to monthly to provide the opportunity to share
our experiences.
The well-being of our team is an important factor to Hospice and I have been excited by the adoption of
several new strategies that have commenced in this last year. One such strategy has been the inclusion
of emotional intelligence and communication components to training and Team Meetings. These
additions have been warmly welcomed and provided an exciting lead up to our first Team Development
Day planned for the last quarter 2019.
Our 30th year is forecast to be an exciting time in the Hospice, solidifying the solid work provided by the
team and branching ahead with cultural awareness in the spotlight for the year to come. We’re a great
team at Hospice and I look forward to building on our fantastic history.
Sonya Coleman, Support Coordinator

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS & MARKETING REPORT
This year saw the Hospice establish the Community Partnerships and Marketing Committee, in line with
the Strategic Plan. The main focus of the committee has been to develop a Marketing Strategy and
Communication Plan for the Hospice as we move forward as an evolving and growing organisation.
The committee undertook brainstorming activities to both inspire and provide opportunity for the team to
re-identify the key goals, relationships and messages we need to build on and develop in our interactions
with the Community. It also helped provide an opportunity to better understand the demographics of the
community and look at how we can better engage with all stakeholders within Great Southern community
and beyond.
The next step for the committee is to engage with key stakeholders to establish a clearer communication
plan and to look at ways we can better connect via storytelling, video and other mediums with the aid of
print, social media and direct person to person connections within the community.
As a community run and owned Hospital, which provides Palliative care services, we are focused on
ways we can connect, build and sustain relationships with the wider community to ensure our
sustainability. We are excited about the work ahead as we move forward and bring a fresh approach to
how we partner and communicate with our biggest supporters inclusive of yourselves, the owners, as we
make every effort to better service you.
Lisa-Maree Ellett, Chairperson Community Partnerships & Marketing Committee
Albany Community Hospice 2018-19 Annual Report
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FUNDRAISING REPORT
My report is, as always, a huge thank you to our very generous community who constantly amaze us
with their unstinted and very willing generosity.
We receive donations and offers of fundraising events from many and varied families, people,
organisations and businesses who give to our wonderful organisation time and time again, their
generosity is humbling to behold.
There are a number of businesses who donate items such as food regularly and
very generously to our cause on a regular basis and are very valuable to us and
to our guests and their families. Also donating regularly are Travel with Purpose
and First National Real Estate.
Others host events to raise funds. Among these are the Earl of Spencer Inn, the
King River Tavern, Coles Orana, and Liberté.
We received quite substantial donations from a number of clubs in the area who
hold functions and give generously from their takings to our cause. These include
Great Southern Bingo Association, the Table Tennis Club, Albany City Dance
Club, the Albany Bridge Club and the Albany Netball Association. A fashion Show
was organised by Trish Denton of The Modelling Agency with the proceeds being
donated to Hospice
I was honoured to attend an auction at the Mount Barker Sale yards, the Ray Norman Memorial Auction
in memory of the much loved and respected auctioneer who had died earlier. The auction was attended
by many local farmers and raised the significant total of over $20,000. Our thanks to those who gave so
generously to our Hospice in Ray’s honour.
We have collection boxes in various businesses around the town and our funds are increased in a subtle
way by the donations of sometimes a few cents and sometimes up to $20. We are very grateful to those
who have them in their care as well as to those who donate.
During the year we have organised several successful events all thought of and run by my hard-working
committee members.

Annual Spinathon
Once again, we ran a 24-hour cycling event, the Spinathon, down at Haz Beanz raising a considerable
sum of money. Everyone enjoyed themselves and we had a few teams who cycled the whole 24 hours
and one lady who did this entirely by herself….an amazing feat. I think she was quite ready to dismount
when she had spent the whole night and day sitting on the bicycle seat working hard!!

Footy Stars Dinner and Golf Day
This event was a great success and very much enjoyed by all who participated. The Eagles stars who
came to the weekend were Glen Jakovich and Josh Kennedy who had just come from the Eagles
winning game, Josh having become an absolute hero. The guests immersed themselves in the great
event and everyone enjoyed the delicious dinner at Le Grande Hotel, as well as the fun and the fundraising auction. The Golf Day attracted lots of Eagles loving golfers, keen to participate with their heroes.
In all a fantastic weekend once again organized by Todd McGregor who was helped on the Golf Day by
Max Loveridge, the Albany Golf Club and plenty of golfers.

Albany Shantymen Evening
We held a great evening at the Albany Boatshed with the Albany
Shantymen roaring out their vigorous songs with much gusto and a
special appearance by the Shantylillies. Everyone joined in with a singa-long and considerable funds were raised for our cause.
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Sausage Sizzle at Bunnings
We organised a very successful sausage sizzle in Bunnings car park one
Saturday morning and were just amazed at the generosity of people lots of
whom paid for a sausage and didn’t take it, or paid but didn’t accept change.
We were also surprised by the number of people who shop at Bunnings and
come hungry for a sausage (or two)!!
None of our work would be possible
without the eager and hard-working committee of which I am
Chairperson. Their ideas, enthusiasm and down to earth hard work
are very inspiring and the results we get are witness to this. I offer my
heartfelt thanks for their wonderful support and dedication.
I look forward to working with them and with all the staff and
volunteers for our Community Hospice in the year ahead.
Jeanann Barbour – Chair, Fundraising Committee

Total donations and fundraising 2018-19
$245,000

$156,055

$136,288
$87,452

Brandenburg
Foundation

Fundraising

Donations

Butterflies Op
Shop

$70,190

$43,034

Walton Bequest Cocoon Store &
Studio

BUTTERFLIES OP SHOP REPORT
I have been very pleased with the shop’s takings over the past 12 months, especially over the Christmas
holiday period. Most weeks our takings were over $2000. This did ease off after this holiday period but
hopefully our total for the year will be even better than the previous year, which was the highest total
since we opened.
We’ve had several new volunteers join our team this year and they bring with them new ideas and
energy to the shop.
The community and surrounds continue to support Hospice through their donations of clothing, books,
linen, kitchenware and bric-a-brac to Butterfly’s. It is overwhelming at times, but we work through it bag
by bag.
The opening of Cocoon next door in December has brought a renewed interest in recycling and I can
see the shops complimenting each other. Being able to send our customers to Cocoon to pay for their
goods by Eftpos is a great service and also introduces them to another aspect of Op shopping, albeit
more upcycling and funky items, while still contributing to the Albany Community Hospice fund raising.
Once again, I am taking time off to travel our beautiful country and Julia Miller has again taken on the
Coordinator role. I thank her once again. I also wish to thank and acknowledge Georgina Folvig for her
role as my connection to the board. Her support is very much appreciated.
Barbara Thomas, Manager Butterflies Op Shop
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COCOON STORE & STUDIO REPORT
The Cocoon Store and Studio was born from the approval of a grant
through the Great Southern Development Corporation, initiated by
Albany Community Hospice as a further fundraising project.
Cocoon’s charter is to ultimately raise
funds for the Hospice through the store. The store’s concept being to
encourage local designers, artists and artisans to work together alongside
the shop to create a unique shopping experience. The first of its kind in
Western Australia.
Vintage treasures, handcrafted homewares, up-cycled fashion and designer
donations, make up the majority of the items for sale in the store.
The doors of Cocoon officially opened on the 1st of December 2018, being
officially opened by Peter Watson MLA.
Sam Burchett, the first Manager of the Store, and the brain child behind the design of the concept store,
put the store together in a very short period of time with the help of the Board at the Albany Community
Hospice and community members.
The first designers to come on board have been all upcycled clothing designers, making use of donated
materials and clothes to the store. With two local community members sourcing designer clothes for men
and children.
The store has held clothes swapping evenings, been part of Green Skills
Slow Fashion Festival at Fossickers, where we all pitched in to run a
fashion parade and stall, this was in May 2019.
We have been featured in the Aurora Magazine on the front page,
two-page story about the concept of Cocoon and four pages showcasing
the designers and upcyclers. This has been a huge success for the store
bringing in community members that were not aware that the store existed
and also showcasing the concept behind the store.
Since May we have brought on two more clothes designers, a jewellery
designer and graphic artist. Our social media presence has grown, mainly
through Instagram. This is an area where there is a need to continually
focus on.
Our volunteers continue to be an integral part of the store. We still have a
group of volunteers who have been here since the inception. We have also
lost some volunteers and gained new volunteers.
As a group we have introduced regular team workshops and get togethers
to share ideas. Policies and procedures have been implemented and
shared from these workshops, which are always a work in progress.
Recently the volunteers held an evening of “re-vamping” the store. We
have made better use of the space in the store, making the customer
experience flow in a more natural way and have brightened up the store.
We currently have been approved to add additional lightening to the store
as it has always been dark and hard to see the clothing when customers
are trying on clothes.
Nicole Scott, Creative & Retail Manager, Cocoon
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The Butterfly is the symbol of Hospice Care. The butterfly is beautiful and delicate,
and it may be held in the hand for a brief moment.
It must also learn to fly away.
As such, Hospice guests are regarded.
They come as fragile and brave.
They are tended with love and care, and let go, in peace, to their God.
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